


The name AKKADIAN comes from AKKAD, a city in Ancient Mesopotamia. Today it includes parts of 
Iraq, Turkey, and Syria. The Akkadian Collection is the first offering of an innovative program helping 
to create economic opportunities for Iraqi women through entrepreneurship and handcrafting artisan 
products for sale all over the world. The project has grown to include vulnerable women all over Iraq, 

including war widows, internally displaced women fleeing ISIS, and religious minorities.

Artisan Highlight
Azhar is a recent college graduate and 
the oldest of 12 siblings. Even with a 
college degree, Azhar has had difficulty 
finding employment in Iraq’s struggling 
economy. She was thrilled to participate 
in the candle-making training and to 
become a trainer herself. 

“I am gaining valuable skills, and I am 
able to help support my large family.” 
- Azhar



Inspired by the intricate tile design of Ancient Mesopotamia, the Blue Tessera 
series combines classic mosaic patterns with contemporary color and form. 
Each hand-painted ceramic vessel is filled with a candle hand-poured by an 
Iraqi woman artisan.

Ceramic Votive  $38 retail  |  $20  wholesale  | PCI-90003
Ceramic Candle  $48 retail  |  $28  wholesale  | PCI-90002
Ceramic Bowl  $58 retail  |  $38  wholesale  | PCI-90001

Blue Tessera

Traditions Made Modern
hand-hammered copper

Inspired by the hanging gardens 
of Ancient Mesopotamia, the 
Garden of Eden series presents 
vibrant colors and contemporary 
adaptations of traditional Iznik 
ceramic designs dating back 
to the Ottoman Empire. Each 
ceramic container is hand 
painted and reusable, and every 
candle is hand-poured by an 
Iraqi woman artisan.

Garden of 
Eden

Contemporary custom design inspired by the artistry of ancient traditional metal 
work. This hand-hammered copper vessel brings a modern aesthetic to a classic 
Mesopotamian craft. This copper vessel can be easily cleaned and re-purposed  
as beautiful table, kitchen, and home decor once the candle is finished. 

Copper Votive  $45 retail  |  $24   wholesale  | PCI-60003
Copper Candle  $55 retail  |  $30   wholesale  | PCI-60002
Copper Bowl  $65 retail  |  $40   wholesale  | PCI-60001

Ceramic Votive: PCI-80003 
$38 retail  |  $20 wholesale

Ceramic Candle: PCI-80002
$48 retail  |  $28 wholesale

Ceramic Bowl: PCI-80001
$58 retail  |  $38 wholesale

Elemental  
Earth

Inspired by rippled sand patterns of the 
desert landscape, the Elemental Earth 
Collection offers swirling, neutral colors 
that will complement any room decor. 
When lit, the translucent glass glows with 
a gentle radiance.

Glass Votive: PCI-70003
$30 retail  |  $16   wholesale

Glass Candle: PCI-70002 
$38 retail  |  $22   wholesale

Glass Bowl: PCI-70001 
$45 retail  |  $26.50   wholesale



Scented Candles

Coming Soon
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Influenced by the bold colors and designs found in ancient architecture, our line of quilts offers a variety of options to suit any 
aesthetic. Carefully hand-stitched by artisans working to earn an income for themselves and their families, you can buy ethically 
and invest in their futures.
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Inspired by ancient Akkadian goddesses, our new jewelry collection will bring out the goddess in all women. Our necklaces and 
bracelets feature warm tones evoking the sunrise and cooler tones replicating the flow of rivers in the Iraqi countryside. Put on a 
piece from our new collection and claim your beauty and radiance. 

After the Rain

HAND POURED IN IRAQ 10.5 OZ

Chamomile

HAND POURED IN IRAQ 10.5 OZ

Kulecha

HAND POURED IN IRAQ 10.5 OZ

Narcissus

HAND POURED IN IRAQ 10.5 OZ

Samoon

HAND POURED IN IRAQ 10.5 OZ

Kulecha:     PCI-AK100100
Samoon:   PCI-AK100200
After the Rain:   PCI-AK100300

Our new candle offerings will fill homes with scents curated to indulge every 
mood. Yearning for a relaxing day next to a cozy fire? Light up Kulecha, an aroma 
inspired by a sweet-smelling dessert, or Samoon, a beloved Iraqi bread. Want 
to freshen a space? Chamomile or Narcissus will make guests feel like a light 
breeze is billowing through the window. Take a mini-vacation simply by striking a 
match and lighting a new Akkadian Collection candle.

Chamomile:   PCI-AK100400
Narcissus:   PCI-AK100500



Fanm Limye is Haitian Creole for “Illuminated Women.” Fanm Limye was launched in Haiti in 2012, 
 to promote the economic empowerment of vulnerable Haitian women. It has grown into a network  

of small businesses, including candle-makers, metal workers, recyclers, and beekeepers,  
working together to produce products for your home. 

Artisan Highlight
Marie Michelle is a 32 year old mother living in the mountains of Leogane 
with her husband, Eliphet, and her two children. She has always been 
a great supporter of her husband’s sculpture work, which incorporates 
handcrafting river and mountain stones, many found in the river near 
their home. Marie Michelle has learned to love working with stones as 
well, especially when she began training other artisans. In addition to 
helping Eliphet make different stone products, she has started to play a 
managing role in running her family’s business. 

“As a woman, the Prosperity Catalyst designer I worked with inspired 
me to be devoted to what I do, and this is why making river stones is my 
favorite product to make.”  - Marie Michelle



Create a soothing atmosphere in any space simply by lighting a river stone 
tealight. The river stones come in a variety of colors and sizes and are hand-
selected from a river in Leogane, Haiti. They are are shaped, carved, and 
polished to make a big impression in your home.  

The Metal Pillar or Wine Plates 
come in a variety of fun designs 
on hand-hammered metal 
repurposed from recycled oil 
barrels. The plates are polished 
to show-off their natural colors. 
Their rustic look provides a 
great way to liven up your long-
burning beeswax candles.

These elegant Angel Tealight Stands come in 
three different designs, inspired by the beautiful 
trees, streams, and night skies surrounding 
Haiti. They feature the unique work exemplified 
by our metal workers and create a special feel 
throughout your home all year long. Order a set 
of 3 (1 large, 2 small) for a stunning display.

Angel Tealight StandsRiver Stones

Recycled Metal Pillar or Wine Plates
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100% Pure Beeswax Pillar Candles without plates
Small  $20 retail  |  $11  wholesale  |  PCI-FL150003
Medium $22 retail  |  $13  wholesale  |  PCI-FL150002
Large  $27 retail  |  $15  wholesale  |  PCI-FL150001

Single  $25 retail  |  $12.50  wholesale  |  PCI-FL110000
Double  $35 retail  |  $17.50  wholesale  |  PCI-FL110001

Small  $30 retail  |  $15  wholesale
Large  $44 retail  |  $22  wholesale

This stunning Christmas Tree Pillar Holder features 
intricate cutouts and detail allowing the candle to 
twinkle and shine just like the tree in your home. You 
will be delighted to add this to your holiday collection 
and spread the spirit of the season to everyone that 
comes to share this special time with you and your 
loved ones.

Christmas Tree Pillar Holder

Holder:  PCI-FL140120
$24 retail  |  $12.50  wholesale

With Candle:PCI-FL140121
$44 retail  |  $22   wholesale

Branch Large:   PCI-FL140130
Branch Small:   PCI-FL140131

Star Large:   PCI-FL140140
Star Small:   PCI-FL140141

Stream Large:   PCI-FL140150
Stream Small:   PCI-FL1401051

Plates $18 retail  |  $9.00  wholesale
Diamond PCI-FL140090
Fern  PCI-FL140040
Sprout  PCI-FL140080
Sunflower PCI-FL140020
Tattoo  PCI-FL140010
Polka  PCI-FL140070
Waves  PCI-FL140060
Whirl  PCI-FL140030



These little guys will make 
everyone smile as they light up a 
room!  Available in both natural and 
gold colors, these fun Owl Tealight 
Holders will make everyone “hoot” 
with joy!

These delightful plates give a playful feel to your tealight display. 
Choose from a Christmas tree, star, and heart shaped design, hand-
hammered from upcycled oil drums.

Add a box of eight 100% 
beeswax tealights to your 
purchase to ensure you always 
have a tealight ready to add a 
warm glow to your home.

Wrap Container Candles

Tealight Candle Holders

The intricate designs of the Metal Luminaries allow the candle glow 
to peek through when lit. The luminaries have been upcycled from 
discarded rum bottles and metal oil barrels. The candle is 100% 
clean-burning soy wax. They are perfect to display on a mantle or 
in any room to create a soothing glow.

Owl Tealight Candle Holders:        $25 retail  |  $12.50  wholesale
Owl: Gold:  PCI-FL140161 /  Bronze:  PCI-FL140160

Tealight Plates: Star, Heart, or Tree  $13 retail  |  $6.50  wholesale
Star:  Gold - PCI-FL140113  /  Bronze - PCI-FL140114
Heart:  Gold - PCI-FL140103  /  Bronze - PCI-FL140104
Tree:  Gold - PCI-FL140123  /  Bronze - PCI-FL140124

Set of 3 Tealight Plates Gold PCI-FL141f33  /  Bronze PCI-FL141134Box of 8: PCI-FL150004
$8 retail  |  $4 wholesale

Make a statement in your home by featuring one or more of these 
Wrap Container Candles. The wraps have been upcycled from 
discarded metal oil barrels, and the candle container is a recycled 
rum bottle cut to size. The candle is 100% clean-burning soy wax. 
With eight designs to choose from, they can be mixed and matched 
to reflect your mood or your home aesthetic. 

Wrap Container Candles   $32 retail  |  $16  wholesale
 Angel:    PCI-FL 120080
 Arabesque:   PCI-FL 120040
 Bird:    PCI-FL 120010
 Fish:  PCI-FL 120030
 Joy:    PCI-FL 120060
 Noel:    PCI-FL 120070
 Peace:    PCI-FL 120050
 Sunflower:   PCI-FL 120020

Metal Luminaries  
with soy candles

 Small  $32 retail  |  $16.00  wholesale
 Medium $35 retail  |  $17.50  wholesale
 Large  $42 retail  |  $21.00  wholesale

100% Soy Candle in Metal Luminaries
Tree of Life
 Small:   PCI-FL 130043
 Medium: PCI-FL 130042
 Large:  PCI-FL 130041

Peacock: 
 Small:   PCI-FL 130033
 Medium: PCI-FL 130032
 Large:  PCI-FL 130031

White Arabesque: 
 Small:   PCI-FL 130023
 Medium: PCI-FL 130022
 Large:  PCI-FL 130021

Gold Star:
 Small:   PCI-FL 130013
 Medium: PCI-FL 130012
 Large:  PCI-FL 130011

TEALIGHT CANDLES



For more information email: info@catalystcollections.com
or order online at:

www.CatalystCollections.com

Our Story:  
Catalyst Collections arose out of a desire to bring high quality, handmade products from Haiti 
and Iraq to the US market. The beautifully designed and carefully constructed items represent 
the dedication, resilience, and talent of women living in distressed regions of the world.

Catalyst Collections is operated by Prosperity Catalyst, a US-based nonprofit dedicated 
to building and strengthening women-led businesses creating opportunities for vulnerable 
women to achieve economic empowerment.

We envision a world where all women have the opportunity, capacity and support to become 
powerful catalysts for social and economic change.
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Coming Soon

Designed by Haitian artisans, our new Fanm Limye jewelry line combines locally-produced materials, such as hand-hammered 
metal and river stones, that will appeal to earth-friendly and ethically-minded customers. The necklaces, bracelets, and earrings 
offer a sophisticated style while celebrating the spirit of Haiti.


